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eAppendix. Rhythm/frequency band–based method of analysis of ictal rhythms of the 
minimum-norm estimate of a narrow band  
 
Briefly, the peri-ictal and ictal data were transformed into the time-frequency space using Morlet 

Wavelet. A complex Morlet wavelet ψ (t) was used, which is defined: 

 

The central frequency(fc) of the mother wavelet was 1-Hz. The standard deviation of the window 

was t =1. A matrix of estimates of power P(f,t) was calculated from the square of the coefficients 

of the wavelet w (a,b), by transforming the scale (a) into pseudo-frequency f and replacing b with 

time. We used i. 1 Hz pins, ii. 1-50 Hz frequency range and iii. 100 ms windows. 

Morlet wavelet transformation enables dynamic scaling of temporal and frequency resolutions 

which makes it more suitable for analysis of EEG transients such as spikes and high frequency 

oscillations.  Data from sensors involved within 2 seconds of onset, based on visual analysis, 

were then averaged in the time-frequency space. Evolving patterns on the heat map, representing 

the seizures were identified visually and correlated with the onset in the time-series. The rhythm 

with the highest absolute power in the range 3-50 Hz at onset was identified. 

The cortical surface was extracted using BrainVISA (www.brainvisa.info).The generation of the 

mesh and processing of MRI were performed by a research personnel blinded to clinical or MEG 

signal data. The vertices were down-sampled to 15000 over each hemisphere. To evaluate 

completeness of the resection we coregistered pre-op MRI with the post-op MRI. We evaluated 

the spatial correlation between MEG and other modalities, such as MRI and intracranial EEG. 

Sub-lobar regions were defined as the following: Lateral-frontal, Mesial-frontal, Orbitofrontal, 

Lateral-parietal, mesial-parietal, mesial-occipital, lateral-occipital, mesial-temporal, lateral-
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temporal, basal-temporal. Lobar regions were defined as localization within the common 

anatomic lobes, peri-rolandic, or insular. 

An L2- minimum norm estimation of sources (L2-MNE).1-3 was applied on a narrow band 

(MNE-fc) with a central frequency being the frequency of interest identified visually at onset. 

The choice of the bandwidth is proportional to the central frequency, we used 1 Hz for rhythms 

between 3-10 Hz, 3 Hz for 11-20 Hz, and 5 Hz for activity above 20 Hz.  The sources were 

constrained to the cortical surface. To avoid influences from weak estimates, and the inevitable 

interference noise, we used only areas with amplitudes exceeding 55% of the maximum 

amplitude at a given time4.  

The analysis of ictal rhythms was performed on the earliest time window showing stability, and 

'focality' of the signal in the frequency domain across the narrow frequency then the result 

averaged over 1 second window from onset. Refer to Figure2 for a demonstration of steps 

employed in the analysis. The stability was verified visually and aided by correlation coefficients 

in power values across 100 ms-windows for 1 second. A signal was deemed stable for analysis if 

i. Expert reader reviewed visually and agreed ii. Correlation coefficient of power values in 

frequency band of interest, across successive windows was more than 0.7. For this step, we used 

Brainstorm(http://neuroimage.usc.edu/brainstorm/).  
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